Coupling constants and hydrogen bonds as experimental restraints in a distance geometry refinement protocol.
A refinement procedure commonly used after distance geometry calculations has been modified to include the use of experimental restraints from coupling constants and hydrogen bonds. Fewer experimental distance constrains (NOEs) are available for peptides as compared to proteins; therefore it is important to incorporate other conformational restraints into refinement methods. The procedure was applied to a cyclic hexapeptide containing two thioamide substitutions, cyclo(-Gly1-Pro2-Phe3 psi [CS-NH]Val4-D-Phe5-Phe6 psi [CS-NH]-). Distance geometry was used to study this peptide, since no potential energy parameters, required in molecular mechanics or dynamics calculations, are available for the thioamide. This is a general problem in the study of peptidomimetics; physiochemical properties of heteroatoms are required within a self-consistent force field. Here, we illustrate the use of metric matrix distance geometry followed by refinement with distance and angle driven dynamics (DADD). We also introduce a new way to handle intramolecular hydrogen bonds by an additional very small and flexible restraint. This method is a viable alternative for the conformational examination of peptides and peptidomimetics. The modifications described here should also find use in the conformational determination of flexible regions of proteins, where the number of NOEs are limited.